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EbixAdvantage Web

These days finding success within the Property and Casualty 

market is extremely tough. Heavy competition and waning 

interest in long term policy investments have left most insurers 

with a strategy to simply survive and wait for a solution to 

present itself.

To adapt, P&C insurers are becoming more innovative, but they 

need the right tools to bring their vision to life. These tools 

need to help them to grow their client pool, spread their business 

into markets their competition can’t touch, and expand their 

brand successfully.

Create Success

With EbixAdvantage Web, insurers cannot only survive the soft 

market, they can thrive in it. EbixAdvantage Web empowers 

carriers with the flexibility to build the products and lines other 

systems simply can’t handle. Create policies that not only satisfy 

your client’s needs, but also solves their problems in ways your 

competitors cannot. Commercial lines, personal lines, niche 

offerings, specialty coverages; if a line of business can be written 

for it, it can be managed through EbixAdvantage Web.

EbixAdvantage Web is your tool, your system. With its 

dexterous, customizable and configurable user interface, 

the tools you need go where you want them. 

Pair this with the benefit that comes from having a secure access 

hierarchy built specifically around your company’s internal 

structure. The result is a system that puts you in the driver’s seat. 

You choose who gains access to sensitive information, what 

product lines you want to cover, and the format and functionality 

of your processes.

The Data Driven World

Portals, exchanges, policy admin systems, agency management 

systems—the insurance industry is becoming more connected 

and more automated every day. Carriers need solutions that can 

work with native systems, third party programs, and regulatory 

agencies, all around the world. EbixAdvantage Web works with 

other Ebix systems, such as EbixASP (our AMS), TEAM-UP (our 

Carrier/Agency bridging solutions), and our SmartOffice CRM 

system, and it works with nearly all other software systems in 

the P&C space.   
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With Insurance software 

becoming more integrated 

every day, Carriers need 

solutions that can work 

with native systems, 

third party programs, and 

regulatory  agencies, all 

around the world.
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EbixAdvantage Web can be customized to not only accept data from other 

systems, but to work with the functionality of other systems. Data can be 

processed and moved from function to function and can be set in a hierarchy 

of importance through the specifically designed functionality you need. 

Even if the data comes from a source outside of the standard insurance 

software solutions pool, EbixAdvantage Web’s functionality can be tailored 

to accept, parse, and employ it.

CHOOSE A PARTNER, NOT A VENDOR

At Ebix, we define our relationships with Property and Casualty professionals 

as partnerships, not as clients or customers. Our dedicated service and 

support staff are focused on helping your business grow.

Through having pains soothed, problems solved, processes customized, 

data migrated, staff trained, and clients won, Ebix is there every step of 

the way. From the moment you decide EbixAdvantage Web is the perfect 

solution for your needs throughout your entire migration and onboarding 

process and beyond.

To find out how Ebix can help you achieve 
success, contact us at the address below. We 
look forward to being your total insurance 
software solution.


